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Abstract 

To overcome the limitations of mineral carbonation that thus far have prevented it from becoming an acceptable route 
to sustainable CO2 sequestration, a novel reactor technology that makes use of a Gravity Pressure Vessel is 

2 cess integration and process intensification to 
achieve the technological leap needed to make mineral carbonation industrially feasible. Its autothermicity, 
hydrostatic pressurization, vertical plug flow design and underground installation make it an appealing alternative to 
other CCS techniques. This work reports the technical details of the conceptual design, and studies the effect of 
process parameters on reaction characteristics (kinetics and conversion) and energy balances by means of 
mathematical modeling. The parameter sets (particle size, solids loading, pumping rate, and reactor dimensions) that 
ensure autothermic behavior, maximize carbonation efficiency and enable recoverable heat generation are identified. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the start of the industrial revolution, atmospheric levels of carbon dioxide have risen from 280 to 
390 ppm [1], driven, at least in significant part, by anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide originating 
mainly from the burning of fossil fuels by the transportation sector and the power generation industry. 
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Multiple phenomena have resulted from this increase. The acidification of the oceans and of precipitation 
causes stress to marine life and damage to human-made structures susceptible to acid attack (e.g. marble).
The increased greenhouse effect and subsequent global warming threaten to damage fragile habitats and
melt ice caps, contributing to higher sea levels and floods. To mitigate these effects the reduction of both 
the emissions and the atmospheric CO2 levels are essential. The aim of this work is the development of a 
novel technology for the capture and storage of carbon dioxide in stable compounds by mineral
carbonation.

The main goal is to develop an economically viable, socially acceptable and environmentally 
sustainable process that permanently sequesters carbon dioxide and that is superior to current alternatives
such as underground storage in empty natural gas reservoirs or injection in mineral deposits. An attractive
route for efficient above-ground carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) is the utilization of alkaline
minerals (virgin or waste-derived), rich in calcium (e.g. wollastonite and steel slags) and magnesium (e.g.
olivine and serpentine) oxides, for mineral carbonation. The primary appeal stems from their large-scale
and global availability, which, from a stoichiometric perspective, places them among the few realistic
options for buffering the CO2 emissions of fossil-fuel driven economies. The stability of the resulting
carbonate products, measurable over geologic timescales, and their environmental benignity are also
pertinent. Furthermore, the inherent exothermicity of the mineral carbonation reactions can result in the
total process energy balance attaining neutral status (compared to the energy penalty of conventional CCS
(Fig. 1a)), or even tipping over to the positive side and increasing the net efficiency of the upstream power
generation plant (Fig. 1b) [2 4]. However, one of the main challenges to implement these processes
resides in their intrinsically slow carbonation kinetics in natural weathering or mild/economical process
conditions [5
thermal, mechanical and chemical activation pretreatments to both aqueous and dry process schemes [6
8]. Yet, cumbersome process designs, energy/reagent intensive pretreatments, difficult recovery of 
additives, and costly reactor vessels for high-severity operations are perceived as serious obstacles to the 
viability of industrial-scale mineral carbonation.

2

High pressures and temperatures are known to increase the chemical reaction speed of carbon 
mineralization reactions. For this reason, an autoclave reactor is a common tool to enhance slurry 
carbonation. However, traditional continuously tank stirred reactors (CSTRs) have a large energy demand
(and resulting CO2 emissions) that make mineral carbonation unattractive as a CO2 binding mechanism. A 
superior reactor technology, which cleverly applies the principles of process integration and process
intensification [5], is the Gravity Pressure Vessel (GPV). This is a special kind of autoclave with a built-in 
heat exchanger, plug flow configuration, and gravity driven pressurization. Residence time is controlled 
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by the reactor length that can reach up to 2400 m, resulting in hydrostatic built pressures that can reach
120 bar. By continuously recycling exothermic reaction heat (-89, -87, and -64 kJ/mol,CO2 respectively 
for olivine, wollastonite and serpentine carbonation), up to 70% of the energy can be conserved; therefore
even for low exothermic reactions it is still possible to achieve high end temperatures (up to 220 °C) 
without external energy input. For these reasons the energy consumption in a GPV may be reduced to
only a fraction of traditional reactor designs. The three-phase slurry flow (water carrier, CO2 gas and solid 
minerals) also generates sufficient turbulence to promote particle-particle interaction, leading to removal
of passivating layers (carbonate precipitates and amorphous silica matrix [9]) and autogenous milling of 
the reacting material, permitting post-processing separation of the various phases into valuable product
streams. These products include calcium and magnesium carbonate precipitates with potential application 
as paper and polymer fillers, amorphous silica powder with potential application in the glass making and 
concrete industries, and enriched metal (e.g. iron, nickel) residues potentially useful as new ore sources
for the mineral processing industry [10]. The first patent of the GPV technique was granted in 1981 for 
wet-air oxidation of sewage sludge [11]. As an extension of that design, and based on lessons learned
from 12 years of operational experience in Apeldoorn (the Netherlands), a recent patent has been granted
to Innovation Concepts B.V. on the application of GPV to mineral carbonation [12]. The unique reactor 

2 Energy Reactor (Fig. 2a).

2 2

This work reports on the technical details of this novel technology, including design and process
parameters and their impacts on hydraulic and reaction characteristics (kinetics and conversion) and on
energy balances, by means of process modeling. The effects of particle morphology and material
mineralogy are also taken into account. Olivine (Mg1.6Fe0.4SiO4), which has CO2 binding capacity of 
~460 g/kg, is herein used as the target feedstock, although the technology is also intended to be applicable
to other alkaline materials, such as wollastonite, pre-treated serpentine and asbestos, and industrial 
residues including slags, ashes and tailings.
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2. Methodology 

In this section, the construction of a mathematical model of the 2 is described. The 
discretized-volume analytical model was implemented in MATLAB 2009b. The modeled reactor consists 
of three concentric tubes of different diameters and thicknesses; the selected tube material is Hastelloy 
(materials requirements may be lower for an industrial installation). Fig. 2b shows the physical layout of 
reactor setup, including tube dimensions, CO2 injection locations and CO2 dosing ratios (expressed as 
percentage of total CO2 input). The total CO2 feed rate is 1.05 times the stoichiometric amount required 
for complete carbonation. The reactor feed (Fig. 2a, point A) consists of water and milled olivine. 
Nominal volumetric slurry flow rate is 85 m3/h, which results in one hour residence time in the reactor. As 
the slurry flows down tube C, it is preheated by the counter-flowing slurry in tube D. Once the stream 
temperature of the downcomer is sufficiently high, carbonation commences, generating exothermic heat 
that continues to drive the reaction. The reacting slurry flows back up the upcomer, eventually giving up 
its heat to preheat the new feed. The jacket flow can be used during the reactor start-up to provide initial 
heat to ignite the reaction (E), or to recover excess heat during reactor steady-state operation (F). 

 
 autothermic behavior relies heavily on the flow rates, solids loading, and starting 

temperature profile to sustain itself (i.e. drive the carbonation reaction); these parameters should be 
carefully selected to avoid extinguishing  the reactor. The olivine particle size distribution also needs to 
be chosen in function of the energy penalty imposed by crushing and grinding, and the reaction 
requirements. Too fine and the energy penalty will be too large; too coarse and the reactivity will be too 
low/slow to sustain the reaction. Particle diameter between 10 80 to be a viable 
range. The solids loading (kg,solids/kg,liquid) has implications for the density of the slurry, the heat 
generation per unit volume of slurry, the heat exchange efficiency and the heat balance. The operable 
range is determined by how much material is needed to maintain the autothermic operation, and by how 
much solids the slurry pump can reasonably handle. A solids loading range between 0.2 2 kg/kg has been 
deemed viable. 

 
The carbonation reaction rate is dependent on a complex interplay of temperature, CO2 partial pressure 

and the reacting particle surface area, which affect the carbon dioxide dissolution rate, the dissociation 
rate of carbonic acid, the diffusion rate of ions through the reacted outer shell of a particle, the mineral 
dissolution rate at the reaction front, and the precipitation rate of the carbonate. In view of reducing model 
complexity, while implementing the most important rate-determining parameters, some modeling 
simplifications were implemented, which are described in detail in Verbeeck [13]. In particular, the 
olivine dissolution was considered the rate limiting step, and so reaction rate was made equal to the 
olivine dissolution rate as a function of temperature and pressure, using experimental data summarized in 
Haug [7] and presented in Gerdemann et al. [14]. This assumption was made seeing as the plug flow 
reactor design ensures that when the slurry temperature increases, the hydrostatic pressure also increases, 
and vice-versa (i.e. as the slurry moves down, and then up); therefore CO2 solubility is always promoted. 
Reactive surface area was calculated applying the shrinking core particle model. 

 
For the purpose of modeling, the reactor was virtually divided into 240 discretized control volumes, 

which act as CSTRs with uniform temperature and concentration profiles. The volumes communicate 
with each other in the sense that the output of one volume is the input of the next, and heat exchange is 
possible between adjacent volumes. The governing equations for mass transfer, heat transfer and pressure 
are presented in Fig. 3 along with a schematic diagram of the indexing system used for the discretized 
volumes. X is the particle carbonation conversion, R(T,P) is the reaction rate as a function of temperature 
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and pressure in mol·m-2·s-1, r0 is the unreacted particle radius, is the particle density, M is the CO2 molar 
mass, v is the mean fluid velocity in the tube, L and V are the length and volume of one discretized 
volume, NpNN is the amount of particles in one discretized volume, HrHH is the heat of reaction, UA is the 
overall heat exchange coefficient, CpC is the heat capacity of the slurry, t is time, h is the depth beneath the
fluid surface, g is gravity. More details and the MATLAB code are found in Verbeeck [13].

Fig. 3. Governing equations of the discretized model and indexing scheme

3. Results and discussion

The main challenge 2 is finding the input parameter sets

behavior. On a second level, even under autothermic conditions, the carbonation conversion (and hence
CO2 uptake) and the recoverable heat generation are also influenced by process parameters. The effects of 
individual input parameters can be reasonably predicted a priori, but their combined effects require
detailed study to be understood, and hence are herein modeled. The process parameters varied were
particle diameter, between 10 80 (uniform particle size is assumed in the simulation, though this
could be changed in the code to a distribution), and solids loading, between 0.2 2 kg/kg. Figs. 4a and 4b
present the model output, respectively the reactor outlet carbonation conversions and the outlet slurry 
temperatures; the highlighted cells indicate the combinations of particle size and solids loading that result
in autothermic behavior. The data shows two clear trends. First is that the finer particles react more 
extensively. Second is that a minimal solids loading (SL) is necessary to enable autothermic behavior, and
this value increases as the particle size increases. However, the conversion is reduced at higher SL. This
is a consequence of the higher mean temperature in the reactor because of the increased SL, beyond the 
optimal carbonation temperature, which leads to slower overall reaction rate, and, consequently, lower 
final conversion. For example, the conversion of 60 t of 10 kg/kg
SL. On the other hand, higher SL results in higher slurry outlet temperatures, which are desirable for 
maximizing waste energy recovery (recovery efficiency and technology options improve drastically with
temperature [15]). The recovered heat may be sufficient for pre-heating of boiler feed water for electricity 
generation, or may be used as part of an upstream process for CO2 capture from flue gas (for the
regeneration of amine sorbents, for example). These results illustrat 2

2 sequestration will depend on the balance between high
carbonation conversion and energy recovery, and the costs to achieve these, since milling, pumping and
compression energy expenditures will affect the overall net sequestration efficiency. The valorization of 
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high purity products derived from well carbonated olivine can also contribute to the process economics.
The sequestration capacity, at median kg/kg), may be up to 240 kton,CO2/yr.

(a)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

10 4% 5% 100% 99% 96% 92% 89% 85% 82% 79%

20 4% 4% 4% 85% 80% 76% 72% 68% 65% 62%

30 4% 4% 4% 4% 69% 65% 61% 58% 55% 53%

40 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 57% 54% 51% 49% 47%

50 - - - - - 4% 49% 46% 44% 42%

60 - - - - - 4% 4% 42% 40% 39%

70 - - - - - 4% 4% 4% 37% 36%

80 - - - - - 4% 4% 4% 4% 34%

(b)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

10 29 34 79 97 114 129 142 153 163 171

20 28 29 32 92 104 114 122 130 137 143

30 28 28 29 32 93 102 109 115 120 125

40 28 28 29 30 32 93 99 104 109 113

50 - - - - - 32 91 96 101 104

60 - - - - - 31 32 90 94 98

70 - - - - - 30 31 33 88 92

80 - - - - - 30 30 31 33 87

solids loading (kg,solids/kg,liquid)

solids loading (kg,solids/kg,liquid)

carbonation conversion
outlet tem

perature (°C
)

Fig. 4. Effect of particle size and solids loading on final carbonation conversion (a), and outlet slurry temperature
(°C) (b); autothermic region highlighted

Although the mathematical model is time dependent, after a certain period of time the conversion and 
temperature profiles stabilize, meaning that steady state condition is reached. Figs. 5a and 5b display the 
steady profiles for conversion and temperature, respectively, along the reactor length (from slurry 
entrance to exit), for the case of 10 particle diameter and 0.7 kg/kg solids loading. The conversion
profile indicates that the first 600 m of the downward descent serve mainly for preheating the incoming
stream using the heat of the outgoing stream, whose temperature drops until the exit. After this distance, 
the particles start to react exponentially faster, until they reach the bottom where they will have reached a
conversion between 50 60%. The remaining unreacted material is converted in the next 600 m of upward 
flow. Because of the very efficient heat transfer (overall heat transfer coefficient has a value of 
3470 W·m-2·K-1), the steady state profile in Fig. 5b is nearly symmetrical, with only a slight shift of the
highest temperature towards a discretized volume a bit further upstream (volume 135 = 150 m upstream 
from the bottom).

Fig. 5. Steady state carbonation conversion (a) and temperature (b) profiles over the reactor length for the case of 
10 particle diameter and 0.7 kg/kg// solids loading
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4. Conclusion 

2 
thermodynamically capable of sequestering carbon dioxide in an autothermic and efficient manner when 
the process conditions are suitably chosen. Some factors not considered in the present work could further 
enhance the process performance, such as the use of additives that promote Mg and Si leaching (e.g. weak 
acids, salts, chelating ligands and enzymatic catalysts [16]), and the three phase fluid turbulence that may 
significantly aid in removal of passivating layers from the particle surfaces due to enhanced particle-
particle or particle-wall interactions [17]. Other mechanical factors that can have important implications 
on the process feasibility are scaling and wear issues, due, respectively, to the accumulation of carbonate 
scale on the heat-transferring pipe walls and to the abrasiveness of the material (olivine, for instance, has 
a major application as sand blasting agent). These issues have implications on maintenance duties and 
equipment lifetime, and require piloting to be better understood. 2 
builds positively on the basis of the ARC Process (from the Albany Research Centre, see Penner et al. 
[17]), which also applies a looping reactor concept, and to date is considered the most tried, tested and 
proven ex-situ CO2 sequestration technology by mineralization [18]. The 2 

 appealing technological development are its 
autothermicity (dispensing the need for external heating), hydrostatic pressurization (reducing pumping 
and compression requirements), vertical plug flow design (ensuring slurry homogeneity), and 
underground installation (minimizing heat losses, safety risks and pressurized vessel construction 
specifications). The next steps in its development include laboratory-scale testing of a rocking autoclave  
that aims to simulate the tubular hydrodynamics effects during high T and P carbonation, followed by 
pilot-scale testing of a plug-flow reactor that demonstrates transient and time-dependent behaviors, allows 
for in-line sampling and on-line analysis, and produces large product amounts that can be used for 
evaluation of mineral separation and valorization possibilities. Upon achieving further understanding of 
the technology, a more holistic life-cycle analysis should prove useful for bridging the developmental-
implementation gap, for example by identifying potential impacts of the material requirements and 
outputs of ex-situ mineral carbonation on global logistics (mining and transport) and markets (price 
competition and supply-demand balance). 2 Energy Reactor
component of the multi-array of CCS technologies needed to substantially reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and stabilize, if not reduce, atmospheric levels. As Butt et al. [19] put it, from a sustainability 
philosophy, tion is better than adaptation, and thus 
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